[Subtypes of mild cognitive impairment in Parkinson's disease and factors predicting its becoming dementia].
Cognitive impairment may appear at the earliest stages in Parkinson's disease (PD). To assess the prevalence of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and its different subtypes, as transitional stage, is complicated by the lack of consensus diagnostic criteria. To review MCI in PD (MCI-PD), diagnostic criteria and predictive factors of conversion to dementia. Systematic review of articles published in Medline (PubMed) using the combination of keywords 'mild cognitive impairment' and 'Parkinson's disease'. MCI-PD diagnostic criteria published by the Movement Disorders Society are an interesting tool for the diagnosis, in spite they are not validated. Its implementation has the following limitations: 1) the heterogeneity of cognitive deficits described in PD; 2) a variable evolution of cognitive symptoms in PD which difficult the identification of dementia predictors; 3) selection of the more appropriate neuropsychological tests and cut-off points; 4) patient characteristics, disease stage and type of antiparkinsonian treatment. Neuropsychological subtypes, neuroimaging, biomarkers or limitation in some instrumental activities seem to be very sensitive for detecting patients with MCI-PD and increased risk of conversion to dementia.